The importance of mass measurements for astrophysical capture processes in general, and for the rp-process in X-ray bursts in particular is discussed. A review of the current uncertainties in the effective lifetimes of the major waiting points 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr demonstrates that despite of recent measurements uncertainties are still significant. It is found that mass measurements with an accuracy of the order of 10 keV or better are desirable, and that reaction rate uncertainties play a critical role as well.
Introduction
Sequences of neutron and proton capture, interspersed with β decays, play an important role in astrophysics. The slow-and rapid neutron capture processes (s-and r-process) are responsible for the synthesis of most of the elements beyond the iron group [1, 2] . Slower proton captures generate much of the energy in Nova explosions and massive stars, while the rapid proton capture process (rp-process) powers type I X-ray bursts [3, 4] and might also occur in a proton rich neutrino driven wind in core collapse supernovae [5, 6] .
The nature of such capture processes depends on the temperature and density conditions encountered in the stellar environment. At relatively low temperatures and densities capture reactions are typically much slower than β decays. Captures can then only occur on stable or very long lived isotopes and the reaction paths proceed along the valley of stability. At somewhat higher temperatures and densities encountered mainly in explosive scenarios capture rates can become faster than β-decay rates and the sequence of reactions responsible for nucleosynthesis and energy generation moves towards unstable nuclei. At the most extreme conditions, nucleosynthesis paths are governed by partial (QSE, Quasi nuclear statistical equilibrium) or full nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) as both, particle capture rates and the rates of their inverse photodisintegration processes triggered by high energy photons are fast. The nuclei favored in full NSE depend on the conditions, in particular electron fraction and entropy, but typically nucleosynthesis paths tend to shift to nuclei closer to stability, or, at the extreme involve only protons, neutrons, and alpha particles. The temperatures and densities during the astrophysical rapid neutron capture process (r-process) and rapid proton capture processes (rpprocess) are just short of establishing NSE. These processes therefore proceed along some of the most exotic nuclei encountered in astrophysics. Nevertheless, at these extreme conditions some local equilibrium clusters do formin the rp-process along isotonic chains as (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium, and in the r-process along isotopic chains as (n, γ)-(γ, n) equilibrium. These equilibrium clusters tend to prevent the reaction paths from reaching or crossing the respective drip lines and determine the so called "waiting point" nucleus -the nucleus with the highest abundance in an equilibrium chain. Once equilibrium is established, the process has to wait for the waiting point nucleus to β decay in order to proceed towards heavier nuclei.
In an isotonic or isotopic equilibrium the abundance ratio of two neighboring nuclei indexed by n and n + 1 with increasing Z or N is simply given by the Saha equation:
where Y n and Y n+1 are the abundances of an initial and final nucleus of a single proton or neutron capture reaction in the chain, T is the temperature, ρ n the proton or neutron density, G the partition function, A the mass number, m u the atomic mass unit, k the Boltzmann constant, and S the proton or neutron separation energy, respectively. The maximum abundance in a chain and therefore the path of the process for a given density and temperature occurs at a fixed separation energy. Because of the exponential dependence on binding energy differences (S n+1 in Eq. 1) nuclear masses are among the most important quantities for modeling the r-and rp-processes.
To which degree are equilibria along isotopic or isotonic chains realized in the r-or rp-process? Most but not all current r-process models, including models based on the neutron rich neutrino driven wind in core collapse supernovae, are based on a freezeout from some high temperature NSE or QSE state and therefore include an extended phase of more extended (n, γ)-(γ, n) equilibrium along isotopic chains. Before the fundamental problem of the site of the rprocess is solved, it cannot be decided with certainty what the relevant nuclear processes are but to move the field forward it is critical to address the nuclear physics issues of the most promising models.
The situation for the rp-process in neutrino driven winds is similar with the system passing through a phase of (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium prior to freezeout. On the other hand, the rp-process in X-ray bursts is characterized by a rapid heating phase (1-10 s) up to peak temperatures around 1.5-2 GK followed by a slower cooling phase (10-100 s) and freezeout. In X-ray bursts, extended (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium in most isotonic chains is only established for the relatively short period during the peak of the burst when temperatures exceed about 1.2-1.3 GK. Even then, because of the relatively steep slope of the proton separation energy towards the proton drip line, there are still many important reactions where proton separation energies are too high and (γ, p) reactions are too slow to establish equilibrium. For example, for N = 32 the main rp-process flow proceeds via 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As(p,γ) 66 Se with leakages through β-decays. The proton separation energy of 65 As is low (-0.36 MeV, see below) and therefore 65 As(γ,p) is fast, establishing (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium during the entire phase of reaction flow during this region. On the other hand the proton separation energy of 66 Se is 2.4 MeV (see below). As we will show below, temperatures of more than 1.5 GK are required for 66 Se(γ,p) to establish a full (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium between 65 As and 66 Se. Therefore, the rp-process in X-ray bursts proceeds through phases of partial (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium, mostly between pairs of isotones near the proton drip line, and, depending on the peak temperatures reached in the particular X-ray burst model, a brief phase of complete (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium at the highest temperatures.
Therefore, the rp-process in X-ray bursts is a rather complex process. The extent of equilibria is rapidly changing within seconds during the burst rise and within 10-100 s during the burst cooling. The reaction flows cannot be described simply with Eq. 1 and, as we will show below, proton capture rates play an important role during much of the rp-process. In addition, up to about Z ∼ 20 (depending on the peak temperatures attained in a particular X-ray burst) (α,p) reactions can compete with proton capture chains and the respective branchings depend also on reaction rates. Nevertheless, masses are a critical part of the nuclear physics determining observables of X-ray bursts.
The sensitivity of r-process calculations to nuclear masses has been discussed extensively in the past (for example [2, 7, 8] ). The rp-process in neutrino driven winds is a rather new concept with the added complication of an interplay with neutron induced reactions as neutrino interactions do create a sizeable neutron density [5, 6] . Pruet et al. 2005 [6] point out that mass uncertainties directly affect the final abundances and that improved masses for neutron deficient isotopes, for example around 92 Ru, would be important to address the question of the contribution of this scenario to galactic nucleosynthesis. More work needs to be done to investigate in detail the nuclear physics sensitivities. In this paper we therefore concentrate on the role of masses in the rp-process in X-ray bursts. In contrast to the r-process, a significant number of masses along the rp-process have been detemined experimentally. Reviews of the relevant nuclear physics can be found in [9, 4] . As all but a few rp-process nuclei have been observed in experiments, the proton drip line is roughly delineated by experimental constraints on the lifetime of nuclei. In addition, unknown masses can be predicted more reliably as one only needs to extrapolate a few mass units in most cases. This can be done using the extrapolation method of Audi and Wapstra [10] . As the rp-process proceeds mostly beyond the N = Z line one can also take advantage of isospin symmetry and calculate the masses of the most exotic rp-process nuclei from the better known masses of their mirrors. Brown et al. [11] have recently shown that mass shifts between isospin mirror nuclei can be calculated with an accuracy of 100 keV using a Skyrme Hartree-Fock model. However, this still requires accurate knowledge of the masses of the mirror nuclei that lie closer to stability. Despite of this progress, the typical theoretical mass uncertainties of many hundreds of keV are still not acceptable to reliably model X-ray bursts and to compare calculations with observations in a quantitative way. Mass measurements (together with reaction rate measurements) are therefore essential for a better understanding of the rp-process.
In section 2 we begin by summarizing the astrophysical observables that drive the demand for improved nuclear physics in the rp-process. After discussing the importance of mass measurements for reaction rate calculations, we then focus in section 3 on a series of recent precision mass measurements performed using ion traps. We explore the potential impact on rp-process calculations and the interplay of masses and reaction rates. In particular we show that even though tremendous progress has been made through recent experimental work, the question of the rp-process timescale for passing through the region of the major bottle-necks 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr is still not resolved.
Masses in the rp-process
The rapid proton capture process powers type I X-ray bursts, which occur when a neutron star accretes hydrogen rich matter from a companion star in a binary system. See [12, 13] for reviews of the astrophysical aspects and [4, 9] for a recent review of the nuclear physics aspects. The observed burst light curves are sensitive to the underlying nuclear physics [11, 14, 15, 16] . Nuclear physics is therefore needed to allow one to interpret burst observations in terms of system parameters such as the properties of the neutron star or the composition of the accreted matter. In addition, most of the nuclear burning ashes from X-ray bursts remains on the surface of the neutron star and gets incorporated into the crust by the ongoing accretion. The nuclear physics of X-ray bursts is therefore needed to accurately calculate the composition of the burst ashes and therefore the composition of the neutron star crust. A wide range of observable crust phenomena such as the rare superbursts [17] or the surface cooling behavior of the neutron star depend critically on composition [18] . This is particularly important as these phenomena could be used to constrain the properties of the neutron star if understood in a quantitative way. Finally, it has been shown recently that there is the possibility for some types of bursts to eject small but potentially observable amounts of burst ashes [19] . Nuclear physics is needed to accurately predict the observables and to match possible future observations with X-ray burst models.
Precision mass measurements are important for rp-process calculations for two reasons. First, as explained above, (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium clusters form during the rp-process with the reaction flow largely determined by mass differences, i.e. proton separation energies. The mass sensitivity comes mainly from the exp(S n+1 /kT ) term in Eq. 1. The second reason is the importance of accurate nuclear masses in the calculation of reaction rates, for example for proton capture. Most of the relevant nuclear reactions proceed through resonances, and the corresponding rate can be expressed as a sum over all resonances through [20] N A < σv >= 1.540 × 10 11 (µT 9 )
with the resonance energy in the center of mass system E j , the temperature in GK T 9 and the reduced mass of the entrance channel µ in amu. The resonance strengths ωγ j are in MeV and can be calculated for proton capture as
where J T is the target spin, and J j , Γ p j , Γ γ j , Γ total j are spin, proton decay width, γ-decay width, and total width of the compound nucleus state j.
Near the proton drip line level densities tend to be low limiting the applicability of more reliable statistical model calculations. Direct reaction rate measurements using low energy radioactive beams are extremely difficult due to limited beam intensities at existing radioactive beam facilities, and therefore Eq. 2 is often the only way to determine a reaction rate. The various ingredients, such as particle and radiative widths for the levels involved can be obtained from experiments or from shell model calculations [21, 22] . However, as Eq. 2 shows, the reaction rate depends exponentially on the resonance energy, which is obtained from the excitation energy E x of the resonant state using the reaction Q-value Q from E j = E x − Q. In addition, the proton width Γ p in Eq. 3 includes the penetrability of the proton through the Coulomb barrier and depends therefore also exponentially on the resonance energy. Reaction rates calculated with Eq. 2 are therefore extremely sensitive to nuclear masses and excitation energies. Typically, resonance energies need to be known to better than 10 keV to keep the corresponding reaction rate uncertainty below about a factor of 2. This is far beyond the accuracy achievable with mass extrapolations for the Q-values, and shell model calculations for the excitation energies. The latter typically reach 100 keV accuracy in the rather well constrained sd-shell when the levels in mirror nuclei are accurately known [23] .
Recently techniques have been developed to measure excitation energies of low lying states in very neutron deficient nuclei using radioactive beams. An example is the use of (p,d) transfer reactions in inverse kinematics using fast radioactive beams at the NSCL at Michigan State University [23, 24] . In a first experiment excitation energies in 33 Ar needed for the calculation of the 32 Cl(p,γ) 33 Ar reaction rates could be determined with accuracies of better than 10 keV. In addition, the mass of 33 Ar had been determined independently at ISOLTRAP [25] with an accuracy of 0.44 keV. Combining the mass and excitation energy measurements and using shell model calculations for all other level properties the reaction rate uncertainty could be reduced from a factor of about 10000 to a factor of 3-6 [23] . Excitation energy measurements with fast radioactive beams are now possible for much of the rp-process up to about A∼68. However, these measurements need to be complemented with accurate measurements of ground state masses of better than 10 keV (1 keV accuracy is desirable) to be useful. As Fig. 1 shows masses are currently not known with sufficient accuracy for most of the rp-process path, even when experimental data are available. Further precision measurements of ground state masses using ion trap measurements together with measurements of excitation energies along the path of the rp-process are therefore needed.
3 The A = 64 − 72 rp-process bottlenecks A particularly important part of the rp-process is the reaction flow through the region of the three major waiting points 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr [4] with β-decay half-lives T 1/2 of 63.7 s, 35.5 s, and 17.16 s [26] , respectively. Because these isotopes are located at the proton drip line, proton capture is hampered by (γ,p) reactions on the next, most likely proton unbound isotone. If the rpprocess had to proceed via the β-decay of these waiting points, their combined β-decay lifetime τ β = T 1/2 / ln 2 of 168 s would represent a large impedance for the rp-process that would be comparable to typical burst timescales of 10-100 s. This would significantly slow down the rate of hydrogen burning (1) He (2) Li (3) Be (4) B (5) C (6) N (7) O (8) F (9) Ne (10) Na (11) Mg (12) Al (13) Si (14) P (15) S (16) Cl (17) Ar (18) K (19) Ca (20) Sc (21) Ti (22) V (23) Cr (24) Mn (25) Fe (26) Co (27) Ni (28) Cu (29) Zn (30) Ga (31) Ge (32) As (33) Se (34) Br (35) Kr (36) Rb (37) Sr (38) Y (39) Zr (40) Nb (41) Mo (42) Tc (43) Ru (44) Rh (45) Pd (46) Ag (47) Cd (48) In (49) Sn (50) Sb (51) Te (52) I (53) Xe (54) Fig. 1 . The path of the rp-process (from [15] ) on the chart of nuclides. Stable nuclei are black, nuclei with experimentally known masses are grey -dark grey for uncertainties of less then 10 keV, light grey for larger uncertainties.
and lead to extended burst tails. X-ray burst model calculations are therefore particularly sensitive to the question to which degree weak proton capture flows can reduce these lifetimes. This issue is at the heart of the question whether long burst timescales can be used as a signature of the rp-process and if one can use burst timescales to put quantitative constraints on the amount of hydrogen accreted. As discussed and demonstrated in several studies, X-ray burst lightcurves are directly sensitive to the effective lifetimes of the waiting points 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr [4, 11, 14, 15, 16] .
The nuclear physics determining the effective rp-process lifetime of major wait-ing points has been discussed extensively in Schatz et al. [4] . In the following we discuss in detail the situation at the 64 Ge waiting point. Analogeous processes occur at 68 Se and 72 Kr. The proton capture flow on 64 Ge proceeds via a so called 2p-capture reaction. Current mass predictions (see below) predict 65 As to be slightly unbound with a proton separation energy of -0.36 MeV. The Coulomb-barrier is sufficient to suppress spontaneous proton decay so that 65 As decays under terrestrial conditions by β-decay in agreement with experimental evidence [26] . The low proton separation energy leads to an establishment of a (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium between 64 Ge and 65 As at all times when there is reaction flow in this mass region. Also, because of the low proton separation energy the equilibrium abundance of 65 As is very low. Nevertheless, proton capture on 65 As can lead to a significant 2p-capture flow that can reduce the lifetime of 64 Ge during an X-ray burst. At X-ray burst peak conditions 64 Ge, 65 As, and 66 Se are in (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium. The net 2p-capture flow through this isotonic chain and therefore the effective lifetime of 64 Ge is then determined by the leakage out of the equilibrium via the β decay of 66 Se. The most critical quantities to determine the 2p capture rate and the effective lifetime of 64 Ge for a given temperature and proton density are therefore the β-decay half-lives of 64 Ge and 66 Se, the proton separation energies of 65 As and 66 Se, and the proton capture rate on 65 As. Accordingly, the β-decay half-lives of 68 While the β-decay half-lives of the important nuclei around these major waiting points have been known in most cases for some time [26, 27] , it has recently become possible to also perform precision mass measurements using ion traps in this mass region. Of particular importance are recent mass measurements of 64 Ge and 68 Se using the Canadian Penning Trap at ANL [28, 29] (the mass of 68 Se had also been determined independently using the β-endpoint technique [30] ) and the mass measurements of 72−74 Kr at ISOLTRAP [31] . In addition, Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations allow now the calculation of Coulomb mass shifts between mirror nuclei with an estimated accuracy of 100 keV [11] We use the currently available mass data on rp-process nuclei and their mirrors together with Coulomb shift calculations [11] to analyze the current uncertainties in the effective lifetimes τ eff of 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr with τ eff = 1/(τ −1
), τ β being the β-decay lifetime, and τ 2p being the lifetime against Table 1 Proton separation energies S p and uncertainties in MeV used for this study. The masses for 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr are from recent experiments [29, 28, 31] , with the mass of 64 Ge being taken from a preliminary analysis. The remaining masses were obtained from the isospin mirrors using the Coulomb shifts from [11] . The masses of the mirror nuclei 73 Kr and 74 Kr are from [31] , for all others from [10] . [31] for the case of 72 Kr. For each waiting point we performed a small network calculation to determine the effective lifetime against proton capture and β-decay as a function of temperature and proton density. The network included the proton captures on the waiting point (Z, A) and the following isotone, their inverse (γ,p) reaction rates as well as the β-decay rates of the three nuclei involved. β-decay rates were taken from nubase [26] when available. For 74 Sr we used an estimate of 50 ms [27] . For the eveneven nuclei no changes in half-lives with temperature or density compared to terrestrial values are expected for X-ray burst conditions [27] . As mentioned below the calculations are insensitive to the β-decay rates of the odd Z nuclei. Proton capture rates were taken from the statistical model NON-SMOKER [32] . An upper and a lower limit within the mass uncertainties was calculated by assuming the upper one-sigma limits or the lower one-sigma limits for both proton capture Q-values respectively. To explore the impact of reaction rates, we in addition increased or decreased the proton capture rate on the (Z, N + 1) isotone following the waiting point by a factor of 100 up or down. Such uncertainties of 4 orders of magnitude are typical for reaction rates that are dominated by only a few resonances, and where excitation energies are uncertain to 100 keV [23] . This is a reasonable range to explore, as here already the reaction Q-values are uncertain by at least 100 keV. However, it is not an accurate estimate of the uncertainty of statistical model calculations in the cases under consideration, which is difficult to obtain given the lack of experimental and theoretical information. We neglect uncertainties in the β-decay rates. While most β-decay rates are known with sufficient precision, the partial β-decay half-lives of 69 is independent of masses and reaction rates. At the highest temperatures, photodisintegration effectively prevents any proton capture flow by driving the abundance distribution of the (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium towards the waiting point. Again, the effective lifetime becomes dominated by the β-decay lifetime of the waiting point nucleus (Z, N). The sensitivity of the lifetime to the proton capture rate on the isotone following the waiting point (Z + 1, N) indicates the degree to which equilibrium is established. The onset of the rate sensitivity at the lowest temperatures indicates the establishment of a (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium between the (N, Z) and (N, Z + 1) nuclei. As one can see, such an equilibrium is always established for the temperature range of interest here owing to the very low separation energy of the (N, Z + 1) nuclei. The disappearance of the reaction rate sensitivity at higher temperatures indicates the establishment of full (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium between the (Z, N), (Z + 1, N) and (Z + 2, N) nuclei. In that case, the reaction flows become insensitive to proton capture reaction rates. less than a factor of two. Still, the remaining ≈ 50 % uncertainty at 1.3 GK might be relevant for precision tests of X-ray burst models, depending on the lifetimes of the preceding waiting points. A further reduction of the uncertainty is however only possible through a measurement of the mass of 73 Rb, a proton unbound nucleus with a lifetime of less than 30 ns [26] . Transfer or proton removal reactions might be a possibility to achieve this. Reaction rate related uncertainties still allow for the possibility to reduce the effective 72 Kr lifetime significantly below the β-decay lifetime.
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